Ixviii	Introduction: Part VI
kingdom in favor of his brother,15 and took up the life of a forest
ascetic.16
1. JR Avanti. 2. Who was living in exile, having fallen into disgrace at the time
of the king's coronation JE. Vikrama is not mentioned here in BR. 3. Even JR re-
tains the goddess Bhuvanegvari! 4. Not in MR, BR. 5. In MR he goes home and
is reviled by his wife for his stupidity; it is she who first suggests to him the useless-
ness of his wish. 6. So, sentiment and verse, SR, BR (both have also other vss); not
in MR, JR. 7. Perhaps " marshal! " would better express the man's social position,
which is however not made clear; mandurika SR, MR, JR; manduradhipati BR.
8. A harlot JR. 9. A doorkeeper BR; not in JR. 10. So SR, MR; not in JR;
" another woman," who gives it to another man, BR. 11. So in SR, MR; in JR,
BR the last recipient of the fruit (the harlot, or the unspecified man) considers the
fruit more fit for the king than for herself or himself, and takes it to him as a present.
12. Not in BR, JR. 13. In MR he finds the truth by questioning the carrier of
cowdung first; in JR not specified. 14. Vs 66 in SR, JR; 504 in JR, BR; others
in the individual recensions. MR has none. 15. In JR he does not install his brother.
16. In JR simply an ascetic.
N.B, — JR here inserts its Section V, telling how Vikrama returned to the city
unrecognized and won the throne by conquering the Agnivetala.
nia. Frame-story: Third Section, Part 1. The treacherous Ascetic
and the Winning of the Vampire
Vikrama ruled his kingdom well, pleasing his subjects. Once a
naked ascetic1 came and askt the king2 to become his assistant at a
sacrifice.3 The king agreed. So they two went by night to a ceme-
tery; and there the ascetic, attempting to offer up the king's life as
a sacrifice, was himself offered up.4 At this time a vetala (vampire
or demon) was made favorably disposed to the king,5 promist to come
at his call,6 and gave him the eight Magic Powers.7
1. Digambara SR, BR; yogin JR; siddha MR. 2. Giving him a fruit SR. 3. An
incantation JR. 4. So SR. Nothing of this in MR, BR. On the other hand JR
(which does not, like the other versions, contain this tale in Story 31) is much fuller.
It tells briefly the story of how the vetala, after telling the king £5 stories, warned
him against the ascetic and so enabled him to save himself. 6. So SR, MR, BR; in
JR the king receives the * golden man " which the ascetic hoped to get, while the
deity presiding over the same appears and praises him. 6. So stated only in MR,
but implied by the course of the sequel in the others also. 7. So SR, MR; not in
BR,JR.
N.B. — Here JR inserts its Section VII, telling of the conversion of Vikrama by
Siddhasena Divakara.

